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Abstract. In this demonstration, we present Compaz, an extensible
benchmarking tool for web compression that enables evaluating approaches before they have been fully implemented and deployed. Compaz makes
this possible by collecting all relevant data from user journeys on live
websites first and then performing the benchmark analysis as a subsequent step with global knowledge of all transmitted resources. In our
demonstration scenario, the audience can witness how current websites
could improve their compression ratio and save bandwidth. They can
choose from standard and widespread approaches such as Brotli or gzip
and advanced approaches like shared dictionary compression that are
currently not even supported by any browser.
Keywords: Delta Encoding · Caching · Dictionary Compression.
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Introduction & State of the Art

Compression is one of the critical components to tune the performance of websites. However, we have not seen much movement in browser support of different
compression algorithms over the last decades [10]. Since then, gzip has been the
most widely used format for text-based compression, with Brotli as the only
noteworthy contender [4]. Nevertheless, advanced approaches like delta encoding
[6] or shared dictionary compression [5,3,7] could achieve better compression ratios using cached data as dictionaries. Since some of these advanced approaches
are extremely complex, assessing their true potential for practical use cases remains challenging (especially for approaches that have not been implemented,
yet). This paper introduces Compaz, an extensible comp
compression
aanalyzzer that
comp
can benchmark context-reliant compression approaches without deploying them
to an actual website [9]. Similar to tools like WebPageTest, it evaluates an existing website, but with a focus on possible payload improvements instead of the
current performance.
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Fig. 1. Sharing the client’s context while requesting a file (1) and choosing the best
dictionary (2) for compression (3) is a core challenge of shared dictionary approaches.

Motivating Example: Shared Dictionary Compression. We are particularly interested in the potential benefits of advanced shared dictionary compression as illustrated in Figure 1. A client request (1) shares its context, like
the cache state, while requesting a file. The server could choose one of those files
to be the dictionary (2) used for compressing the requested file (3) and send the
compressed file to the client (4). The client uses its cached files (5) along the
compressed file to compute the initially requested file. This has some implications: First, the client needs to describe its cache state to the server. Since the
cache can easily hold hundreds of files, sharing a list of every file in the cache is
not feasible. Furthermore, the server would need to have every file of the client
cache at hand, which can work for static content, but is especially difficult for
dynamically rendered HTML. Moreover, the server would have to know which
cache entry would be the best dictionary for this request. Still, this is a simplification of the problem, and for the best performance, this would need support for
other advanced caching techniques [8] and CDNS. Since the compression result
depends on the client cache, the results differ for each user, and therefore, the
cache hit rate on the CDN level could drastically suffer from such an approach.
This indicates that an implementation would be some approximation but not
the optimal solution for data saving. Nevertheless, testing actual implementations is currently not easily done. While we had browser support for shared
dictionary compression over HTTP (SDCH), it was removed due to a lack of
traction [1], and as a result, browser support for custom dictionaries is currently
nonexistent, and we have to fall back to a synthetic environment. Unlike static
dictionary approaches like Brotli [2], user data is necessary to evaluate the impact of (dynamic) shared dictionary compression, since the compression result
depends on the available dictionaries (e.g., previously visited HTML files) in the
current client context and cannot be tested with a static set of files.
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Compaz In a Nutshell

Generally, Compaz can be split into three parts: The collection of input data,
the benchmarking of compression algorithms, and the data access.
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Fig. 2. Compaz utilizes a proxy to capture user journeys (1-2) and persists them in
a database (3), so that the journey data can be used by different compressors (4) to
compare the approaches (5).

Collecting Data. Compaz utilizes Selenium4 to navigate through userdefined journeys. Compaz currently supports three ways to define a journey.
First, it can be defined as a static list of URLs, where Compaz will call the
URLs one by one. Similarly, a list of regular expressions can be defined. These
will be used to find links within the HTML so that Compaz will click them and
proceed with the navigation. Compaz can also start a browser session that a user
will manually handle as a third option. As Figure 2 shows, the browser connects
through a proxy, from which we can copy each request and persist it in Compaz’s
database. This makes sure that we see every request, but even more importantly,
we only consider requests that were not served by the client’s cache. Additionally, we keep the chronological order and therefore can reconstruct which assets
were available at which point in time for a shared dictionary approach.
Compressing Data. After a journey has been completed, it can be used by
the compressors. For a shared dictionary approach, Compaz replays the requests
and uses the decompressed assets to compress them with different approaches.
Compaz provides the compressor instance with every asset for a shared dictionary approach, which could potentially be used as a dictionary to decompress
(and therefore compress at the server side) the asset. It calculates every combination and keeps the best result. As mentioned in Section 1, this approach would
not be feasible in practice but shows us the best potential of each compressor.
The considered assets can be configured to, e.g., only consider those of the same
MIME type or only those from a specific page in the journey. Furthermore, different compressors can be chained so that the output of one compressor is the input
of another, which brings a significant improvement for some approaches. While
we only persist the metrics for the compression results, we keep the original raw
journey. This ensures that we can compare new approaches later against the
same dataset, even if the approach did not exist while the journey was collected.
Comparing Data. The results are available via the API. We also created
a frontend, which visualizes the results. Since the results are as low as on asset
level, finding the best solution per asset is possible. This also shows which pages
contain assets that could serve as dictionaries for shared dictionary approaches.
4

https://www.selenium.dev/
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Prototyping New Compression Algorithms. Compaz was designed to
be easily extendable, so new compression approaches can be benchmarked quickly
without deploying them on live servers. As of now, Compaz has support for gzip,
open-vcdiff, Brotli, and zstandard. Except for gzip, all other compressors can
make use of a dictionary. To implement a new compressor, one must implement
a configuration class with all necessary configuration parameters (e.g., compression level or window size) and the compressor itself. The compressor only needs
two methods to be implemented: compress and decompress. While only the former is required for the calculation, the latter is to ensure integrity. Our unit test
suite will automatically pick up each compressor without the need to write new
tests. The logic to provide available dictionaries and chain different compressions
is handled by Compaz and does not need any implementation considerations.
Similarly, new navigators can be implemented. We already provide an abstract class, which acts as a wrapper for Selenium. Each navigator can access
the currently rendered DOM to decide the next action to be taken.
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Conclusion

This paper has shown how Compaz can create repeatable compression evaluations using user journeys instead of arbitrary single files. Combined with Compaz’s extensibility, this ensures comparability of old results to new compression
techniques. Compaz can be used to guide further research by evaluating a gold
standard for currently not supported compression techniques, like delta encoding, before investing work in browser support or performance optimizations.
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